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Recommendation #10 - School Emergency Plans

It is recommended that the legislature provide funds to
school districts for developing and implementing school
emergency plans to prevent and combat violence on school
campuses. Emergency plans would involve:
students, school personnel, parents,
community leaders, and juvenile justice
personnel in the development and implementation of the plan,
the improvement of school communication
systems,
the regulating of access to school campuses
if indicated,
the recruitment of parents and community
people as security guards,
the provision for in-service training of
security personnel to minimize psychologi
damage to non-criminal students, and
coordination with existing juvenile divers
units for appropriate disposition of s
violating campus rules.
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The problem of violence is complex and multi-faceted;
s resolution far from simplistic.

By summarizing reported

findings, and highlighting recommended solutions, this report
points towards steps which could be taken by students, parents,
teachers, concerned citizens, counselors, agencies, and people
in local and state government.
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II OVERVIEW
And as a single leaf turns not yellow but
with the silent knowledge of the whole tree,
So the wrong-doer cannot do wrong without
the hidden will of you all.
Like a procession you walk together towards
your god-self.
(Gibran, 1 3)
Violence among juveniles is

ewed by many to be an

outgrowth of apathy towards instilling positive societal
values in children.

adult

It is also seen as a mirror

values and attitudes toward authority and law enforcement.
The increase of violence shows the extent of this breakdown in values.
Since 1968, national figures on arrests of juveniles
for violent crimes reflect an increase of 53 percent compared to an increase among adults of 35 percent.

increased 46 percent.

In

Compared to adults, the percent

change in rate of juveniles committing violent crimes is
more than double the change in rate of adults committing
similar crimes.
The factors affecting the increase in crime are
extremely complex and encompass many areas.
The complexity of crime has been capsulized

Ramsey

must be seen is the dehumanizing
of slums, racism, ignorance and violence, of
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brain damage and prenatal neglect, of s
of pollution, of decrepit, d
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are the fountainheads of crime.
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They can

Clark, 1970)
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To become a healthy, productive adult, j
not experience the dehumaniz

effect of

must be a redirection in
and
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We can begin with the

A.

system.

REFORM OF THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM

In exploring

dimensions of juvenile violence, the

Committee heard testimony that

to

a

reform of the educational system.
At both hearings, in Los Angeles and B
~vuu"'~ttee

was told that young people are turned off and

turned down in school, that vocationally s

s are
do not

preparing youth for adult living, and
do what they are purported to do -- educate.

after

One educator wrote, "The schools have
j

1, the church, and the factory, and
victims of academic imperialism."
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Modern stresses and life mandate a major shift
educational process.
must be provided.

Alternative approaches to

There must be a redirec
that

structure that touches children and creates a
respects and nourishes the dignity of young adulthood.
It

been said that education is a debt due from

present to future genera

s.

If this is true,

we

owe.
There are many in education who feel deeply about
plight of education today; educators who are
but who feel powerless within the present

system.

The making - establishment - birthing, of an
system that nurtures psj.rchological, spi
growth is urgent.

tual and soc

In this system many

optional programs could be provided.

or
These programs must

into account local condition& varied
community involvement.

B.

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT AND ACTION

Witnesses and writers in the field of
ses

stated that juvenile violence is multi-faceted and
overall makeup of the political, social and
of each individual community.
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But
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go away.
On-going community involvement and
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major part of any proposed approach to
juvenile violence.
The committee was told that remed

mus

b

based because disruptions reach into all
are

Factors of stress, mobility, and media

involved in the problem, therefore, these factors must
incorporated in proposed solutions.
A major suggestion made was that the
support to the prevention of juvenile
establishing the climate where total communi

s

ture
ac
can

together with mutual trust toward common
objec
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D.

EMPLOYMENT

Combining vocational education wi

job

ties

was felt to be an effective method of preventing j
violence.

Appropriate planning and programs to

employment for youth was a major concern of

tes

A witness at the Select Committee hearing noted
the cutback in youth employment opportuni
for the increase in juvenile violence.
emphas

was one reason

Another witness

that there should be an all

youth

program, rather than a summer program to f
a place for youth in

jobs and

community.

E.

COUNSELING

Witnesses at the Select committee hearings

simi

responses to the question, "What is presently b

done

about the problem of juvenile violence that

e

Effective measures centered around the concept of
preventive counseling and individualized treatment of
le offenders.

j

The need for additional couns

was voiced by all groups.

Counselors can assist

marshalling all resources in a coordinated

to

an individual to his best functioning level.
Counseling, as primary vehicle

ing juvenile

has been emphasized in most recommenda
those invo

in researching and

people
26
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F.

FUNDING

Some witnesses responded negatively to the question,
"Are additional state funds needed?"

They stated that

the use of present funds should be continually evaluated.
Other witnesses felt that many of the recommendations
presented during the hearing could not be handled merely
by shifting present funds, but would require additional
money and effective use of present funds.
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III MAGNITUDE

You are the way and the wayfarers.
And when one of you falls down he
falls for those behind him, a caution
against the stumbling stone.
Ay, and he falls for those ahead of
him, who though faster and surer of
foot, yet removed not the stumb
stone.
(Gibran, 1923)

The number of juveniles arrested in California for
co~~itting

crimes against persons rose

1968 and 1973.

The Bureau

Criminal

between
sties re-

ports an increase of 46.8 percent change in rate over
the six year period, compared to a dec
cent in all other juvenile arrests

of 10 per-

(see Table 2).

Of those juveniles arrested in 1973, 7 percent had
committed violent crimes compared with 4.5 percent committing similar crimes in 1968.

Although the percentage

is proportionately small compared to the total number of
those arrested, the percentage increase of juveniles
committing violent offenses has almost doubled.
Adult arrests for crimes against persons which inelude homicide, robbery, assault, and forcible rape
creased, but did not increase as sharply as did
other felony arrest category (see Table 1).
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Between 1968 and 19

was a 59
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TABLE

I

ADULT FELONY
1968
Arrest

Number
168,789

Total.
Homicide
Assault.
Forcible rape.
Violent crimes

1,657

8.5

13,687

70.0
94

18,491
1,874
35,709

9.6

ADULT

FELO~~

ARRESTS

Arrests for crimes against persons
, assault and forcible
100 000 population did not increase
arrest category.

TABLE I
JUVENILE ARRESTS, 19

Arrest

Number

Rate

366,451

1824.0

211
3,811
3,439

19.5
17.6

1.1

JUVENILE
number of juveniles arrested for
between 1968 and 1973 (46.8
)
uvenile arrests.

3

TABLE III

ADULT FELONY ARR1NrS IN CAUFORNIA

250,00)

200,00)

Adult Felony Violent Crime Arrests

1971

Year

3la

1977

1973

TABLE IV

Total Arrests

•

Violent Oiire Arrests

1968

1%9

1971

1970

Year

3lb

197:':

1973

TABLE V

POLICE DISPOSITION AND SEX, 197
By

Arrest

Year, Sex and Police Disposition

Juvenile
court or
within probation
depart- department
filed
ment

Arrest

~-----,.-------~------~Handled

,682
77.6

168
100.0

,107 20
87.9

781,222
100.0

1968.

634,817
100.0

Percent

26.5

8,350
5.0

,451
68.5

,575 78,647
10.1
89.

67,084
8.6

28,293
3.6

,845
87.8

72, 23L, 62,583

37,811
6.0

9,950
1.6

7,056
92.5

90.1

,710

9.9

arrests

.

. . 362,617

100.0

,958 89 659
24.7
75.3

12,145
3.3

-

Percent

145,155
40.0

205,317
56.6

366,451
100.0

,255 83,196
22.7
77.3

14 475
4.0

-

Percent

157,118
42.9

194,858
53.2

73.

DISPOSITION AND SEX
Data shown on the above table reveals only
in proportion for the
of juvenile offenders between 1968 and 1973. Adult
show
in
of males and females arrested for

itions for adult felonies and misdemeanors varied considerably between
The
arrests resulted
increase in those being
the misdemeanor
in
reduction in com-

2

Table VI
CALIFORNIA TOTAL ARRESTS
BY AGE
1968-1973
Total Arrests

*Violent

(%)

Property

Agencies

Population

1968

532,228
259,103

27,272
65,987
6, 137 (18. 3 !76, 362

317

15,940,947

Adult
Juvenile

1969

608,082
274,340

72, 117
30,946
6,996 (18.4)77,647

304

15,910,289

Adult
Juvenile

1970

647,574
279,602

31,215
77,744
7,545 (19.4177,688

304

16,591,898

Adult
Juvenile

1971

658,271
279,429

33,203
87,730
8,944 (21.281,973

276

15,770,035

Adult
Juvenile

1972

768,841
280,170

40,348
92,964
12,458 (23.585,425

332

16,391,246

Adult
Juvenile

1973

714,958
274,215

39,917
89,178
13,559 (25. 3136,661

335

16,953,987

Juvenile

*Tr:e
of juvenJ.les arrested for committing violent crimes in California
increased from 1968 to 1973.
-~-·~---··--··--------------

the Uniform Crime Reporting Section of the l"edera1 .r3cu:eau
of Investigation .S. Dept. of Justlce, Washington, D.C. 20535
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Table VII

TOTAL ARRESTS

BY
1968Total Arrests

{%)

Property

Agencies

Population

1968

4,159,761
1,457,078

' 378, 687
154,61 ~
44,05 7:lJ) 466, 720

4, 812

145,306,000

1969

4,362,031
1,500,215

167,998
410,788
48, 19ff.;n.1)481, 495

4,759

143,815,000

1970

4,909,830
1,660,643

187,309
497,040
54, 596{;2.:2.~31, 818

5,270

151,604,000

1971

5,169,880
1, 796,942

551,322
210,907
62, 302{.1:2$)570, 005

5,649

155,446,000

1972

5,219,210
1,793,984

231,666
~552,294
67, 55~·5)562, 614

6,195

160,416,000

1973

4,782,498
1,717,366

224,469
531,294
65, 913(;2.:1.b)547, 548

6, 004

154,995,000

Juvenile
Adult

*Violent

of juveniles arrested for committing violent crimes nationally
approximately the same.
the Uniform Crime Reporting Section of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation U.S. Dept. of Justice, Washington, D.C. 20535
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An outline of what constitutes a committee and a

commission follows:
Committee
Cons

Commission

ts of members of the
slature.

Can consist of members of
the Legislature and members
appointed by
Governor
and/or citizen members
appointed by a committee, or
the courts or as spelled out.

Ascertains facts and makes
recommendations as to any
subject within the scope of
legislative regulation or
control.

Members' term of office is
spelled out.

Studies subjects, and reports
results of study in recommendations to the next Legislature.

Other members may come from
legislative staff (i.e.
Legislative Counsel).

Established by vote.
Can work under a committee.
Committee is discontinued
the subject does not require further study.

Can spell out
fie dut
and prohibi
(i.e. "The
commission is required to
examine law
statues .••
receive thereto for the purpose of ..• recommending needed
reforms.")
vote or

Established
resolution.
For an example of a commission, a description
Law Revision Commission is presented.
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Revision Commission

The

was
in
of the Senate and one

The California
The commission

ber of the
and seven unou•uc•
consent of the
office for a term of four
nonvoting member. 28 The
per diem of $20 for

travel. 29

its members as chairm:m,30 and is
The commission selects
secretary :u and
other employ·
authorized to employ an
t•es us may lw m•ces.mry .:t~ Tltt• n~t·ml wrs of Ihe eommissiou nnd its
employees ure prohihi!cd
advocating Llw passage or d('f<·at of
le~isl:ttion unless mquesh.·d to
tho committee or its

Tho State Library, nll

:1-1

<'rnors of the State B:u sr. aro

nml tho Hoard

assist the commission

\Vork.
The commission is rcqnir<>d to examine
of the state and judicial
to

•

7

common lnw and statutes
sugand

Los Angeles County Bar Association has also rethe formation of a commission to study
and rej

le law legislation.
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flJtC:CUTIVI: OU~&:.CTOA

tees

commission be appointed to look into
blems point
out
the report, but not necesly
t
to
se problems;
ssion be appo ted with the intent
g interests from all communities re es
same manner as t
commission that 'i·Jas
to study and recommend family law legislat

r'.

e
lliam
Hogoboo:~1 be appoint
a
er of
commission s ce he is presiding judge of
uvenile court and previously served on the
commission ..'
;

11 convene aga
with
a ition, the
of describ
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leve
;;vhich we
the Eo
would consider
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Hopefully such rec
r
esentat
to the trustees
Sincerely,
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Introduction

Evaluating the system
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Because juvenile laws fall short of their objectives,
it is imperative that efforts be mobilized to humanize the
juvenile justice system.

Protecting vested interests in

any part of the system should be avoided if these interests
are not contributing to rehabilitation and human growth.
The appalling, dismal, grim surroundings of juvenile
facilities; the sad, frightened, angry faces of young
people; and the dehumanizing rules and regulations under
which California helps children in trouble are mandates for
immediate change.
Witnesses at the Select Committee hearings offered many
recommendations regarding juvenile laws and court procedures.
All witnesses stressed the inadequacy of juvenile facilities
and the limited number of juvenile court personnel.
A judge stated that the system needed more defense lawyers,
judges, prosecutors, probation officers, clerks, and commissioners.
To do a good job, he felt there should be a substantial increase
in juvenile officers.

District Attorneys, Police, and Public

Defenders also stressed the need for more judges.
A Public Defender said that judges were needed because
judicial personnel consist largely of referees; many of whom
were unqualified or marginally qualified according to his view.
The Police Department reported that Probation Departments
are understaffed and, unable to adequately supervise juveniles.
Other needs voiced were for additional clerks to provide
for more coordination in the system; an improved subpoena system;
and referrals to judges who previously handled the juvenile.

~,

Although many witnesses reported that there was a need
for new legislation, others felt that if the laws and the
tools of the laws were used properly, they would be adequate.
It was noted that if laws could solve the problem of
juvenile violence they already would have done this.

The

American Civil Liberties Union said that before legislators
act, they should consider whether a new law is really needed,
and whether it violates the constitutional rights of others.
Witnesses voiced concern that the system was too big
and should be reorganized into smaller units and placed in
various communities.
Breaking the justice system down into areas would bring
the juvenile court process closer to the community, and
witnesses, victims, and parents could then easily get to the
court.
An alternative solution was to consolidate the Municipal
and Superior Courts and put them under a presiding judge who
would be elected by the voters and responsible to the public.
In addition to changes in court procedures, witnesses
testified that there needed to be a change in the classification
and rights of juvenile offenders.
One District Attorney suggested making the criteria ~or
serious offenders less stringent so that juveniles could be
processed through adult courts.

A need for a philosophy of

accountability was stressed because, it was felt,

that currently

there is no requirement that a juvenile be held accountable for
his conduct.
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There were differing views given regarding the right
of

Those in oppostion, felt that if juveniles

were

s priviledge, they might as well be called
and processed through the adult court.
One witness felt that attempts at improving the juvenile

court system were useless and that the only solution was to
include juveniles in the adult process.

He felt it was wrong

to deny juveniles the elements of due process of law; mainly
trial by jury and bail.

He stated that the sole difference

between juvenile and adult courts should be suppression and
sentencing.
One area of intense debate was the role of the District
Attorney (DA) in juvenile proceedings; especially with Sections
601 and 602 petitions.
Some

ividuals felt that the DA should have concurrent
th the Probation Department in the

j

ling of 601

It was argued that the Probation o
the
case.
Of

in many cases to adequately prepare
In

I

were discussed.

the differing roles of the Probation
He literally wears two hats - one of

secutor, and one of
were not s
Some

cer

s

ilitator.

th how

In general,most witnesses

Probation Department functions.

tnesses opposed legislation that would give the

DA concurrent jurisdiction

601 and 602 petitions.

A judge

Department should determine whether or
not a

should be

led, but that these petitions should
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be reviewed by a DA for legal determination regarding filing.
The District Attorneys felt that they needed more control
over some of the juvenile pleadings; particularly with reference to criminal acts.

In addition, it was suggested that

more time be given for the preparation of criminal cases.
The legislative concerns which have been given to the
Select Committee suggest major changes in present juvenile
laws.

Effective laws and a successful juvenile justice system

are key contributors in reducing juvenile delinquency.

The

proposal relative to a study and reform of juvenile law will
begin this process of reduction.
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The third section, 601, is a broadly worded statute
originally designed to protect non-criminal but troubled
young people.

For their own welfare, persons under 18

years of age who are in danger of leading an "idle, dissolute,
lewd, or immoral life" may be made wards of the court.
There have been many problems involved with young people
processed under "60l's".

They are:

a)

There is no evidence that non-criminal
minors processed through the court under
601 have benefitted. In fact, a 1970
report of the Assembly Interim Committee
on Criminal Procedures points to the
contrary.

b)

Young persons processed under Section 601
have been treated, in practice, like those
brought to court under Section 602, as
criminals. This has been caused, in part,
by the lack of alternative facilities or
opportunities with which to deal with noncriminal young people.

c)

The kinds of activity involved in rehabilitating
"60l's" is presently beyond the capabilities of
court and probation officers. Neither have the
necessary resources to act effectively as agents
of social welfare.

d)

There is a major intrusion made on the rights
of young people. Under Section 601, people
can be deprived of freedom for acts which,
even if unacceptable by many, would not be
subject to court action if committed by persons
18 years or over.

The courts are not presently set up to assist young people
who are troubled.

The orientation of the courts towards social

problems is legalistic.

Courts exist to settle disputes,

determine guilt, levy punishment.

The court functions in a

world of definite alternatives; not situations that are ambivalent,
changing, and little understood.
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Therefore, there is a need to revise the treatment of
non-criminal juvenile offenders who are processed under
Section 601.

These juveniles who are made wards of the

courts should be separated from juvenile offenders processed
through Section 602.

Alternative placements and rehabilitative

services must be utilized.
AB 4120, a bill revising the treatment of non-criminal
juvenile offenders was drafted and introduced during the
previous 1973-74 regular legislative session.

The bill passed

out of the Assembly, and was sent to the Senate Judiciary
Committee where it was referred to interim study.

The bill,

authored by Assemblyman Julian Dixon, chairman of the Select
Committee, will be introduced at the beginning of the next
session ('74-'76).

Amendments to the bill will be added.

A copy of AB 4120 follows:
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process.
Vote:% majority. Appropriation: j"e'S no. Fiscal committee:
j"e'S no. State-mandated local program: j"e'S no state funding.
The people of the State of Cabfornia do enact as follows:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

SECTION 1. Section 506.1 is added to the Welfare and
Institutions Code, to read:
506.1. (a) No person taken into custody solely upon
the ground that he is a person described in Section 601 or
adjudged to be such and made a ward of the court
pursuant to this chapter solely upon that ground shall, in
any detention under this chapter, be brought into direct
contact or personal association with any person taken into
custody on the ground that he is a person described by
Section 602 or who has been made a ward of the juvenile
court on such ground.
In this regard the board of supervisors shall provide
separate facilities for the housing of persons alleged or
adjudicated to come within the provisions of Section 601.
If a juvenile is alleged or adjudicated to come within
subdivision (a) or (b) of Section 601, such person shall be
housed in a nonsecure juvenile facility. If, however, such
a juvenile has previously run away from a nonsecure
facility as defined in subdivision (c), he may be detained
in a juvenile hall.
(b) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, all
records of detention or adjudication relating to any
person taken into custody solely upon the ground that he
is a person described in Section 601, or adjudged to be
such shall be destroyed upon the person attaining the age
of majority.
(c) For the purposes of this section "nonsecure
juvenile facility" means a community care facility
licensed pursuant to Chapter 3 (commencing with
Section 1500) of Division 2 of the Health and Safety Code,
or a facility maintained by a public agency in which food
and lodging is provided for juveniles with no physical
restrictions on the movement of such juveniles. It shall
not include a juvenile
juvenile home, camp, forestry

2 4120 30 29
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1
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camp, or ranch.
SEC. 2. Section
the Welfare and Institutions
Code is amended to read:
601. Any person under the age of 18 years who comes
within any of the following descriptions is within the
jurisdiction of the juvenile court.
(a) Any person who persistently or habitually refuses
to obey the reasonable and proper orders or directions of
his parents, guardian, custodian or school authorities, or
who is beyond the control of such person, or any person
who is a habitual truant from school within the meaning
of any law of this state or any person who commits an
age-specific offense.
(b) Any person who comes within the description of
subdivision (a) and has violated the terms of the informal
probation referred to in subdivision (a) of Section 725 or
who has run away from a nonsecure facility as that term
is defined
506.1 prior to disposition of his case
by the juvenile court may being adjudged a ward of the
court under
(c) Any
juvenile court
the court under
(d) For the
offense" means an act

26
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SEC. 4. Section 725 of the Welfare and Institutions
Code is amended to read:
725. After receiving and considering the evidence on
the proper disposition of the case, the court may enter
judgment as follows:
(a) If the court has found that the minor is a person
·described by subdivision (a) of Section 601 it shall
without adjudging such minor a ward of the court place
such minor on informal probation for a period not to
exceed six months.
(b) If the court has found that the minor is a person
described by subdivision (b) or (c) of Section 601, or
Section 602, it may without adjudging such a minor a
ward of the court place such a minor on informal
probation for a period not to exceed six months.
(c) If the court has found that the minor has been
placed on informal probation pursuant to subdivision (a)
and has failed to complete a successful period of informal
probation the minor
be adjudged a ward of the court
under
(b)
Section 601.
(d) If the court has found that the minor is a person
described by
600, it
order and adjudge the
minor to be a dependent child
the court.
SEC. 5. Section 727 of the Welfare and Institutions
Code is amended to read:
727. When a minor is adjudged a dependent child of
the court, on the ground that he is a person described by
Section 600 or has been adjudged a ward of the court on
the ground that he is a person described in subdivision
(b) or (c) of Section 601,
court may make any and all
reasonable orders
the care, supervision, custody,
conduct, maintenance, and support of such minor,
including
subject to further order of
the court.
The court may order the care, custody, control and
conduct of such minor to be under the supervision of the
probation officer or may commit such minor to the care,
custody and control
(a) Some reputable
who consents to such

2 4120 65
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(b) Some

society, or corporation
its
the purpose of caring for
such minors, with the consent of such association, society,
or corporation.
(c) The probation
to
boarded out or placed
in some suitable
home or suitable private
institution, subject to
requirements of Chapter 1
(commencing
16000) of Part 4 of Division 9;
provided, however, that
action by the
Department of Social
the placement of a minor
in a home certified as
minimum standards for
boarding homes by the probation officer shall be legal for
all purposes.
(d) Any
care for needy or
When a minor is
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placed in a community care facility licensed pursuant to
Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 1500) of Division 2
of the Health and Safety Code or other nonsecure
institution as that term is defined in Section 506.1.
SEC. 7. Section 730 of the Welfare and Institutions
Code is amended to read:
730. When a minor is adjudged a ward of the court on
the ground that he is a person described by subdivision
(c) of Section 601 and has violated the terms of probation
imposed by Section 727.1, or Section 602, the court may
order any of the types of treatment referred to in Section
727, and as an additional alternative, may commit the
minor to a juvenile home, ranch, camp or forestry camp.
If there is no county juvenile home, camp, forestry camp,
or ranch within the county, such county may contract
with another county for placement.
Persons committed to such facilities shall be segregated
pursuant to Section 506.1.
When such ward is placed under the supervision of the
probation officer or committed to his care, custody and
control, the court may make any and all reasonable
orders for the conduct of such ward including the
requirement that he go to work and earn money for
support of his dependents or to effect reparation and in
either case that he keep an account of his earnings and
report the same to
probation officer and apply such
earnings as
the court. The court may impose
and require
conditions that it may
determine fitting
to the end that justice may
be done and the
and rehabilitation of the
ward enhanced.
SEC. 8. Section 731
the Welfare and Institutions
Code is amended to
731. When a
is adjudged a ward of the court on
the ground that he is a
described by Section 602,
the court Il).ay order any of the types of treatment
referred to
Sections 727, 727.1, and 730, and as an
additional alternative,
commit the minor to the
county juvenile hall or
Youth Authority.
SEC. 9.
this act shall be operative
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July 1, 1976.
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SEC. 10. There are no state-mandated local costs in
this act that require reimbursement under Section 2231
of the Revenue and Taxation Code in 1974-75 and
1975-76 because there are no duties, obligations or
responsibilities imposed on local government in 1974-75
and 1975-76 by this act. However, there are
state-mandated local costs in this act in 1976-77 and
subsequent years that require reimbursement under
Section 2231 of the Revenue and Taxation Code which
can be handled in the regular state budget process.
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Recommendation #3
A STUDY OF THE RIGHTS OF YOUNG PEOPLE

It is recommended that the legislature assign to an appropriate committee the study of rights of young people
to explore the premise that age should not be the criterion
which determines when a person may participate in various
aspects of our economy and society.
Witnesses at the Select Committee hearings stated
that there are many forms of legitimized violence in the
world today, so it should not be surprising that the determination of whether physical force is good or bad in a given
situation begins to depend on the individual's perspective
rather than society's regulations.
Witnesses further said that young people have become
a problem simply because they have begun to notice that they
are isolated and have no control over things; they are creating
waves by acting out.

This behavior creates problems for the

administrative structures that are charged with controlling young
people.

In many instances, people directly responsible for caring

for, or educating young people, many times run out of solutions,
and sometimes abdicate their roles.
Violence, voiced by some, was not letting young people who
are socially and economically deprived, and who are experiencing
growing feelings of frustration or pent-up hostility get these
feelings out.
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One suggestion advanced was to modify existing child
labor laws.

Modification would act as a catalyst in moving

labor management and educational facilities toward common
goals.

These goals, cooperatively reached, would be to

utilize juvenile skills and to provide relevant learning
alternatives for people.
Underlying these comments is a fundamental concept of
rights, roles, duties, and responsibilities.
California needs to insure fundamental rights of
children, and to develop approaches which will meet both
old and new problems.

california has a reputation for leading

the nation in providing for its children.

It presently is

spending over $4 billion annually to feed, educate, punish,
shelter, and care for its young people.

The funds are often

duplicated, uncoordinated, wasteful, and ineffective.
After studying how services to children and youth operate
in California, the California Assembly Symposium on Services
to Children and Youth recommended reforming specific practices

•

the overall system.

In April, 1974, they reported:

" ..• as a group, young people have so few means
to speak for
elves. Many instances of public
willingness to treat children as something less
than people have been described in the task force
reports published previously by this Symposium.
The Symposium has concluded that these problems
will pers t in their worst forms until we begin
to secure rights for children •.. Securing these
rights for children would involve dismantling
the double standard with which we deal with
children.
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••• we need to ask ourselves if we as a society
are doing the best we can to let children grow
out of their helplessness and into mature responsibilities as effectively as we can.
An approach towards answering questions could begin by
exploring the premise of age discrimination.

It is appropriate

that a legislative committee, assisted by an Advocacy Commission
or Children's Planning group, be assigned the task of studying
the rights of young people.

The study would explore the

fundamental premise of age as a criterion for participation in
various aspects of society.
The study would include, but not be limited to, the rights
of young people in the areas of labor, contracts, custody,
education, and health.
Labor.

A discussion of these areas follows.

The original intent of child labor laws was to

protect California's young people from being employed under
unsafe or hazardous working conditions.
Many of the child labor laws originally enacted in 1937
were taken directly out of the federal child labor legislation
the previous year.

Most have undergone little or no revision

since first enacted.
Although the laws originally were designed to protect
minors, many young people say that the laws actually are a
barrier to them.
They point out that many laws relating to minors are
archaic and obstructive.

Youth question whether young people

of the seventies should be regulated by laws that were intended
for minors of the thirties and forties.
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Present laws appear to be inconsistent with society's
view of modern day youth.

Today, youth are represented as

being more mature, plus emotionally and physically more competent than the youth of previous decades.
custody.

The best interests of children is the paramount

factor in child custody cases arising out of dissolution of
marriage.

The court is to rule in favor of the child's welfare

and best interests.
However, the child's best interests may not always be brought
out or realized during a custody dispute.

The child is not a

party to the marriage dissolution; only the mother and father
are parties to the action.

Each parent is represented by legal

counsel; the child is not represented by legal counsel.
A question of adequate representation arises.
Education.

In California, full time school attendance is

compulsory until a person reaches 18 years of age or graduates
from
are

school.

Students attending school for twelve years
, and laws.

ject to
Using the U.S. Cons

tution as a guide, it was recommended

in terms of equity, validity and reasonableness current
laws should be questioned.
One witness reported that some of the factors that foster
juvenile violence are the seemingly arbitrary procedures used
disciplinary measures.

He said that presently there are
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requirements that minimal standards of fairness be
a

students in California.

As a result, when students

that school officials can and do expel, transfer and
suspensions without uniform procedures, students react
with increased cynicism, belligerence and aggressive hostility.
Laws concerning grounds for suspension and expulsion,
suspension procedures, corporal punishment, and pupil personnel
records should be examined.
In summary, a study of the rights of young people would
examine the assumption that youth are incompetent and that they
must have attained certain ages in order to be permitted to
prove their capabilities.
This assumption ignores the great variety in young people's
abilities and may inhibit growth and the resultant acceptance of
ibility for one's own behavior.
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Recommendation #4
ESTABLISHMENT OF JUVENILE JUSTICE CENTERS

It is recommended that the legislature establish a planning
body assigned to an appropriate legislative committee to
develop Juvenile Justice Centers which would coordinate the
component parts of the criminal justice system.
A plan for the establishment of a Juvenile Justice
Center has been formulated in the County of Los Angeles.
A copy of the plan follows.
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AD HOC COHJHT'l'·_::g ON JUVENILE JUSTICE

Allen Breed
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or not, all of t~c components of criminal
justice live in a precarious, uneasy relationship with one another.
Too little coordination, or an absence of coordin~tion, among
t ese components of criminal justice .brings
a toll of heavy costs and low effectiveness •

.

it relates to the juvenile justice system in
Los Angeles County, this is the primary problem
ajdressed by the Juvenile Justice Center.
It is
fi
· believed that the imorovement in co~~unica
t
n and interaction betwee~ the people responsible
for the operation of the system, will result in
si
ficantly improved effectiveness.
'TEE Cal'JCE?'T

the Juvenile Justice Center will
together, into a single facility, represen. of the different parts of the system. The
Center will house a Juvenile Court and will be·
staf d by representatives from the following
c1gencies:
LOS f.._.'.\GELES COUNTY JUVENILE COURT

LOS 1\.:\GELES COUNTY PROS AT ION DE?ARTMENT

LCS A:.-;GELES COUNTY DIS'l'?,ICT ATTOR.\IEY Is OFFICE
t\:.""ro-- ,-.,-.
., \v.:::JL..::.~ COUNTY Pui3!..2:C DEFENDER'S OFFICE
T'T"' SCHOOT.~S
L~~G:SLES C ~J...!
LOS
COUNTY SHERIFF'S D:SPART~NT
LOS l'..N GELS S POLICE DEPA?,T!-1ENT
LOS 1\~GELES COUl~TY DEPART~·lENT OF COl1HUNITY SERVICES
IFOR'HA "LOUTH AUTHORITY

:;:,os

All juvenile offenders having residence in the
t crea will be referred to the Justice Center.
re, a scree~ing co~1ittee consisting of representatives from police, probation and schools,
will evaluate each case and recorr©end to the
chairman {representing the Probation Officer) the
sition considered to be most effective in the
sts* of protecting the community and rehabilthe minor
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sm rate of first
over a onerecidivism

. 2.

A reduction in j uveni lc arrests within the
test area ove:::::- a ana-year period as compared,
with a control area.

3.

Reduction in recidivism among the "hard core"
offenders (juveniles having five (5) or more
felony arrests) within the test area as compared \·lL.il a control area.

4.

A reduction in the recidivism rate of "hard core"
offenders within th= test area as compared with
the past recidivism rate of "hard core" offenders
within the target area.

It is believed that if these objectives are met that
the overall delinquency and crime rate in the test
area can be significantly reduced.
EVALUATION

The ~easurement. of the above objectives is to be
achieved .through an evaluation by an independent
contractor. Data will be collected over a oneyear period and compared with data produced in ~
similar "control" area as well as previous statistics in the test are~.
If t~e Juvenile Justice Center proves itself after
an independent evaluation, it would serve as a·
model fer implementation of the concept in other
areas of the County.
THE TEST AREA
The actual location of the Juvenile Justice Center
is to be determined and will depend upon the
availability of suita~le space.
Pepperdine
Vniversity has been mentioned as a possible site.
They have expressed interest in a lease arrangement
for one of their buildings.
The test area, in South Central Los Angeles, is·
policed by both the Los Angeles Police Department
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Following is a nummary of the estimated costs of
the Juvenile JuEticc Center;
TOl'AL

EXISTING

NEW

102,646

7,015

95,631

SUPERIOR COURT

92,184

76,106

16,078

COU~TY

34,886

17,157

17,729

PROBATION DEPT.

198,347

106,618

91,729

SHERIPF'S DEPT.

42,371

42,371

DISTRICT ATTY.

68,239

68,239

-o-o-

PUBLIC DEFENDER

90,252

32,015

58;237

SERVICES 18,638

18,638

-o-

ADMINISTHA't' .i.'J•.!.

(incl.

eva·~.)

CLERK

CO~~NITY

SUB-TOTAL
(COUNTY COSTS)

§.!1_~

368,159

LAPD

24,447

24,44"7

LA CITY SCHOOLS

61,380

61t3ao

-o-o-

7, 971·

7,971

-o-

741. 361

461,957

CALIF. YOUTH
AUTHORITY
TOTAL COST

;
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279,·f04

279,40~

At present, there is no agency which is able to assume
full responsibility for the treatment and d
juvenile offenders.

The Center

ate

an

problems of unsatisfactory coord

ition of

and

tration

of justice to juveniles.
The inclusion of community and non-traditional agencies
and groups is crucial in the operation of the proposed legislative study.

This inclus

differs from

Los Angeles

County Plan, which includes only traditional agencies (i.e.
police, probation, schools).
Since juvenile violence is a total community problem, any
effective solution of the problem must involve concerned community groups and citizens.

Community groups, in concert with

traditional agencies and institutions, must mesh their collective
energies together to solve the problems.
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The U.S. National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice

Standards and Goals reported that neighborhood agencies providing
community services for young people can be important elements in
the prevention and reduction of crime and delinquency.
With the problems inherent in delivering services to juveniles,
diversion emerges as a strong need.

Diversion has been defined

as "the process whereby problems otherwise dealt with in a context
of delinquency and official action will be defined and handled by
other non-justice system means."
Often, local community groups that can effectively work with
juveniles lack the technical skills involved in proposal writing
and working through the traditional "system."
The proposed recommendation emphasizes giving on-going direct
technical assistance to community-based programs, especially during
the initial planning and proposal writing periods.
This proposal further coordinates the planning of state-wide
diversion programs.

This planning should facilitate the im-

plementation of the Federal Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act of 1974.

•

This act provides a comprehensive

coordinated approach to the problem of juvenile delinquency .
Senator Birch Bayh prefaced the introduction of the act
(which is now Public Law 93-415) by saying:
"It is often said, with much validity, that the
young people of this country are our future.
How we cope with children in trouble, whether
we are punitive or constructive, or a degree of
both, whether we are vindictive or considerate
will measure our success -- and it will measure
the depth of our conscience."
A copy of the act follows.
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(2) Each juvenile delinquency development statement submitted to
the Administrator under subsection ("l") shall be submitted in accordance with procedures established by the Administrator under section
204(e) and shall conb•in such information, data, and
as the
}_dministrator may require undt~r section 204 (e). Such
shall
include an analysis of the extent to. which the juvenile
program of the Federal agency submitting such
ment conforms with and furthers :Federal juvenile
vention and treatment goals and policies.
(3) The Administrator shall review and comment upon each
delinquency development statement transmitted to him
section ("1"). Such development statement, together with the comments of the Administrator, shall be included by the .Federal agency
involved in every recommendation or request made
such
for
Federal legislation which significantly affects juvenile
prevention and treatment.

.review,.

JOINT J<'FNDING

SEc. 205. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, where funds
are made available by more than one Federal agency to be used
agency, organization, institution, or individual to carry out
juvenile delinquency program or activity, any one of the Federal
agencies providing funds may be reque..'lted by the Administrator to
act for all in administering the funds advanced. In such cases, a
non-Fedt'ral share requirement may be established according to
proportion of funds advanced by each Federal agency, and the Administrator may order any such agency to waive any technical
or
contract rPquirement (as defined in such regulations) which inconsistent with the similar requirement of the administe.ring agency or
which the administering agency does not impose.

42

usc

5615.

tion-Federal
share requirement • .
Estabhshment.

COORDINATING COUNCIL ON JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY
PREVENTION

SEc. 206. (a) (1) There is hereby established, as an
Sstablisrunent,
organization in the executive branch of the Federal Government a 42
5616.
Coordinating Council on Juvenile ,Justice and Delinquency Prevention
(hereinafter referred to as the "Council") composed of the
Membership.
General, the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, the Secretary of Labor, the Director of the Special Action Office for Drug
Abuse Prevention, the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development,
or their respective designees, the Assistant Administrator of the Office
of .Juvenile .Justice and Delinquency Prevention, the DPputy Assistant
Administrator of the Institute for Juvenile ,Justice and Delinquency
Prevention, and representatives of such other agencies as the President
shall designate.
(2) Any individual designated under this section shall be selected
from individuals who exercise significant decisionmaking
in the Federal agency involved.
(b) The Attorney General shall serve as Chairman of the
The Assistant Administrator of the Office of .T uvenile
Delinquency Prevention shall serve as Vice Chairman of the Couneil.
The Vice Chairman shall act as Chairman in the absence of the
Chairman.
(c) The function of the Council shall be to eoordinate all Federal Functions.
jmenile delinqueney programs. The Council shall make recmnmendations to the Attorney General and the President at least
with respect to the coordination of overall policy and development
ob.iectives and ~riorities for all Federal juvenile
grams and activities.
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(d) The Chairman shall designate a subcommittee of five members
of the Committee to serve, together with the Director of the National
Institute of Corrections, as members of an Advisory Committee for
the National Institute for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention to perform the functions set forth in section 245 of this title.
Post, P• 1127.
(e) The Chairman shall designate a subcommittee of five members
of the Committee to serve as an Advisory Committee to the Administrator on Standards for the Administration of Juvenile ,Justice to
perform the functions set forth in section 247 of this title.
(f) The Chairman, with the approval of the Committee, shall
appoint such personnel as are. necessary to carry out the duties of the
Advisory Committee.
COMPENSA'l'ION AND

~;XPENSES

SEc. 209. (a) ~I embers of the Advisory Committee who are employed 42 usc 5619.
by the Fe.deral Government full time shall serve without compensation
but shall be reimbursed for travel, subsistence, and other necessary
expenses incurred by them in carrying out the duties of the Advisory
Committee.
(b) Members of the Advisory Committee not employed full time
bv the Federal Government shall receive. compensatwn at a rate not
exceed the rate now or hereafter prescribed for GS-18 of the General Schedule by section 5332 of title 5 of the United States Code. 5 usc 5332
including traveltime for each day they are engaged in the performance note.
of their duties as members of the Advisory Committee. Members shall
be entitled to reimbursement for travel 1 subsistence, and other necessary expenses incurred by them in carrymg out the duties of the Advisory Committee.

to

PART B-FEm;RAI. AssiSTANCE FOR STATE AND LocAL PROGRA~IA

Subpart I-Fonnula Grants
SEc. 221. The Administrator is authorized to make grantr to States
and local governments to assist them in planning, esta.blishing, operating, coordinating, and evaluating projects directly or through
contracts with public and private agencies for the development of
more effective educa.tion, training, research, prevention, diversion,
treatment, and rehabilitation programs in the area of juvenile delinquency and programs to improve the juvenile justice system.

42

usc

5631.

ALLOCATION

SEc. 222. (a) In accordance with regulations promulgated under 42 usc 5632.
this part, funds shall be allocated annually among the States on the
basis of relative population of people under age eighteen. No such
allotment to any State shall be less than $200,000, except that for the
Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa, and the Trust
of the Pacific Islands no allotment shall be less than $50,000.
(b) Except for funds appropriated for fiscal year 1975, if any Reallocation
amount so allotted remains unobligated at the end of the fiscal year, of f1mds.
such funds shall be reallocated in a manner equitable and consistent
with the purpose of this part. Funds appropriated for fiscal year 1975
may be obligated in accordance with subsectiOn (a) until
1976,
after which time they may be reallocated. Any amount so realloeated
shall be in addition to the amounts already allotted and available
to the State, the Virgin Islands, American Samoa, Guam, and the
Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands for the same period.
,

90
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grams of local
are consistent with
the State plan,
may be waived a,t the
discretion of the
any State if the services for
delinquent or potentially
youth are organized primarily on a statewide basis;
(6) provide that the chief executive officer of the local government shall assign
for the preparation and
administration of the
part of a State plan, or
for the supervision of the
and administration of the
local government's part
to that agency within
the local government's structure
in this part referred
to as the "local agency") which can most effectively carry out the
purposes of this part and shall provide for supervision of the programs funded under this part by that local agency;
(7) provide for an equitable distribution of the assistance
received under section 222 within the State
(8) set forth a detailed study of the
needs for an effec- Study.
tive, comprehensive, coordinated
to juvenile delinquency prevention and treatment
the improvement of the
juvenile justice system. This
shall include itemizPd estimated costs for the
and implementation of such
programs;
(9) provide for the active consultation with and participation
of private agencies in the
and execution of the
State plan; and
for
and maximum utilization of existing
and other related
welfarl' within the State;
programs, sueh as
(10) provide that not less than 75 per e<•ntum of thl' funds
section 222. whether l'xpended
available to such State
g:owrnment or through condirectly by the State or
tracts with
be used for advanced
and
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(E) educational n'''"""""n~o
to keep ~~"····-,-~···~
in elementary and
or in
learning situations;
(F) expanded use of probation and recruitment and training of probation officers, other professional and paraprofessional
and volunteers to work effectively with
youth;
(G) youth initiated programs and outreach programs
designed to assist youth who otherwise would not be rpa(•hed
by assistance programs;
(H) provides for a statewide program
the use
of probation subsidies, other subsidies, other financial incentives or disincentives to units of local government, or other
effective means, that may include but are not limited to programs designed to(i) reduce the number of commitments of
any form of
facility as a percentage of the :-\tate
juvenile population;
(ii) increase the use of nonsecure cuJIIUJlnu
facilities as a
of total commitments to
facilities
(iii)
incarceration and
detention
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of an
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because
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limited to, such
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against a
to their employ-

with
ment;
(D) assurances of employment to employees of any State or
political subdivision thereof who will be affected by any program funded in whole or in part under provisions of this Act;
(E) training or retraining programs.
The State plan shall provide for the terms and conditions of the
protection arrangements established pursuant to this section;
(18) provide for such fiscal control and fund accounting procedures necessary to assure prudent use, proper disbursement, and
accurate accounting of funds received under this title;
(19) provide reasonable assurance that Federal funds made
available under this part for any period will be so used as to
supplement and increase (but not supplant), to the E>xtent fE>asible
and practical, the level of the State. local, and other non-Federal
funds that would in the absence of such Federal funds be made
available for the programs described in this part, and will in no
event replace such State, local, and other non-Federal funds;
(20) provide that the State planning agency will from time to
but not less often then annually. review its plan and submit
to
Administrator an analysis and Pvaluation of the effectiveness of the
and activitiPs carriPd out under the plan, and
any
in the plan, including the survey of State and
local needs, which it considPrs necessary; and
(21) contain such other terms and conditions as the Administrator may r!'asonably prescribe to assur(• thP effedivenPSS of the
programs assisted under this title.
Such plan may at the discrPtion of the Administratm be incorporated
into the
in 303
of the Omnibus Crime Control and
Safe Streets
(b) The State
223(a), after ~v'""""""'"i~'~'
section 223
thereof

42

usc 3733,

~, p.

1119.

State plan,
approval.

42 usc 37573759.
Ante, p. 1118.

recnmren1ents <:Jf this
and conscious
that State's allotto
and
prl:'wntion and

''AF""u

Prevention and Treatment Programs
is authorized to make grants to
and
organiza-

to--

P.L.

.
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Grants and
contracts.
42

usc 5634.

Post, p. 1127.

42

usc 5635.

SEc.
or
scribe.

Reports.

Fiscal control
and fund accounting.
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( 1) the relative cost and effectiveness of the proposed program
in effectuating the purposes of this
;
(2) the extent to which the proposed program will incorporate
new or innovative techniques;
(3) the extent to which the proposed program meets the objectives and prioritiPs of the State plan, when a State plan has
been approved by the Administrator under section 223(c) and Ante, P• 1119,
when the location and scope of the program makes such consideration appropriate
( 4) the increase in capacity of the public and private agency,
institution, or individual to provide services to delinquents or
youths in danger of becoming uelinquents;
( 5) the extent to which the proposed project serves communities
which have high rates of youth unemployment, school dropout,
and delinquency; and
(6) the extent to which the proposed program facilitates the
implementation of the recommendations of the Advisory Committee on Standards for Juvenile J'ustice as set forth pursuant to
section247.
Post, P• 1127.
GENERAL PROVISIONS

Withholding
S~;c. 226. '.Yhenever the Administrator, after giving reasonable 42 usc 5636.
notice and opportunity for hearing to a recipient of financial assistance
under this title, finds(1) that the program or activity for which such grant was
.made has been so changed that it no longer complies with the
provisions of this title; or
(2) that in the operation of the program or activity there is
failure to comply substantially with
such provision;
the Administrator shall initiate such
as are appropriate.
USE OJ<'

~'UNDS

Soo. 227. (a) Funds paid pursuant to this title to any State, public 42 usc 5637.
or private agency, institution, or indivirlual (whether directly or
through a State or local
may be used for(1)
the program designed
to carry out
and
not more
centum of
cost of the construction Limita.tions.
of
facilities for less than twenty
uugum1'' of the Administrator, are necesof this
(a). no funds paid to any
public or private agency,
or individual under this part
(whether directly or through a State agency or local agency) may be
used for construction.
PA"l:"MENTS

with criteria established by the 42 usc 5638.
SEC. 228.
that programs funded under
Administrator, is the
this title shall continue
assistance providing that
the yearly evaluation
such ~~·""""'"' 0
when
is no other
(b) At the discretion of the ~'HJtuuH'~'''
way to fund an essential
program not funded
under this
the State may
per centum of the formula

96

88 STAT, 1125
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direction of the AssistAssistant
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Training.

Additional
powers.
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of business, 5 usc 5332

diem in lieu note,
5, United
service employed
""''n''""'"' with

from the Institute
Institute and shall,
with and furnish infor-

Justice and DelincutuocvuJ.g

42

usc

5652,

42

usc

5653,

systematically

uuc'"'""'" from studies

~o:.·vwJAV'u'

institutions, or indiincluding

EVALUATION FUNCTIONS

Justice and Delin-

Fedand
necessary with
delinquency
designed to

n"ltit.nir.ioT~<L

Pub. Law 93

ember

88 STAT. 1127,

42

usc

5654.

•

SEc. 244. The National Institute for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention is authorized t(}--( 1) develop,
and
the training of pr<lteE;sw,nal
sonnel, and other
with juveniles
(2) develop, condu(~t.
training p
methods o
enforcement
probation
and local lWY!Jl'l'1HlrH>1lt. n.t>T"<UU1noJ

teams to aid in the
and to assist State
with
and

42

usc

5655.

~· p. 1117.

42 usc 5656.

R~po:rt

to Presi-

de1nonstrat

dent and Congress.
Ante, p. 1113.

42

usc

5657.

reVIew "x·"""J'u"'
justice
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(b) Not later than ont> year after the
of this section. thP Report to PresiAdvisory Committee shaH snhmit to tlw
and the Congress dent and Congress.
a report which. based on recommendPd standards for the administration of juvenile justice at the Federal, StatP, and locallevel(1) recommends Ft>deral action.
hut not limitPd to
administrative and legislative aetion.
to facilitate the
United States; and
adoption of these standards throughout
(2) recommends State and local action to facilitate the adoption of these standards for juvenile justice at the State and local
level.
(c) Each department, agency, and instrumentality of the executive Information,
branch of the Government, including independent agencies, is author- availability·
ized and directed to furnish to tht> Advisorv Committee such information as the Committee deems IHecessarv to carry ont its functions under
this section.
··
··
,
SEc. 248. Records containing the identity of individual juvenil~s Records, disgathered for purposes pursuant to this title may under no circum- closure or
stances be disclosed or transft>rred to any individual or other agency, trro:sf~r, re· ,at e.
·
str~ctlon,
pubr1c, or prn
42 usc 5658 .,
ESTABLISHMENT OF TRAINING PROGRAM

S}cC. 249. (a) The Administrator shall establish within the Institute 42 usc
a training program designed to train enrollees with respect to methods
and techniques for the prevention and treatment of juvenile delinquency. In carrying out this program the Administrator is authorized
to make use of available State and local services, equipment, personnel,
facilities, and the like.
(b) Enrollees in the training program established under this section
shall be drawn from correctwnal and law enforcement personnel,
juvenile welfare workers,
teachers and other educational
juvenile judges and judicial personnel, probation officers, and other
persons (including lay personnel) connected with the prevention and
treatment of juvenile delinquency.
CURRICULUM FOR TRAINING

SEc. 250. The Administrator shall
lum for the
utilize
of
the
riculum
training program.

5659.

PROGRA~[

and
a curricusection 24!l which shall
to the prevention
delinquents, and
Such curthe enrollees of the

42

usc

5660.

TRAINING PROGRAM

to enroll in the training program
transmit an application to the
to such procedures as the

Application.
42 usc 5661.

final determination with
to the training program. The
shall seek to assure that
representatiYe
expenses.

88 STAT • 1129
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42

usc

5671.

Additional
funds.

SEc. 261. (a) To carry out the purposes of this title there is authorized to be appropriated $75,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1975, $125,000,000 for the fiscal
ending .June 30, 1976, and
$150,000,000 for the fiscal
,June HO, 1977.
(b) In addition to the
under this section, the
Administration shall maintain from
Law Enforcement AEsistother than
for
ance Administration
administration, at
same level of financial
for juvenile delinquency programs assisted by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration during fiscal year 1972.
NONDISCRIMINATlON PRO\'ISIONS

42

usc

5672.

42

usc

2000d-2.

program under this
l:!Tle~enae:rlt with
""'V""nL of funds
to any

42 usc 5601
note.

Ante, P• lJ J.3 •

•
Runaway Youth
Act.
42 usc 5701
note,
42

usc

301. This

5701.

and remain away from
peJrm:issi.on has increased to
"'"""c"m"uu law enforcement Dr4:>blem

""·'"ucu1

s

usc

5702.

Localities and
nonprofit
agencies, assistance,
42 usc 5711.

42

usc

5712.

Runaway house,
requirements.
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prop<'r rda-

Aftercare counseling.

Records, information disclosure,
restriction.

•
Annual reports
to Secretary.

tions with law
and tl:e r<'tnm of rnnaway
from correc:tiona l institutions;
( 5) shall
for aftercare counseling
involving runa wa,y
parents within the State in
which the
is located and for assuring, as pu""'.u'·~,
that aftPrcase
will be provided to those children who arP
returned beyond the State in which the runaway honse is located:
(6) shall keep
statistical records profiling the children
and parents which
that records maintained on
individual
be disclosed without parental
consent to anyone
than another agency compiling statistical
records or a government
inYolved in the disposition of
criminal
an
runaway youth, and
reports or other documents based on such statistical records shaH
not disclose the identity of individual runaway youths;
(7) shall submit annual reports to thP Seeretary <letailing how
the house has been able to meet the goals of its plans and reporting the statistical summaries requlred by paragraph (6):
(8) shall demonstrate its ability to operate under accounting
procedures and fiscal eontrol devices as required by the uto'u"''"'"
(9) shall submit a budget estimate With respect to
submitted by sueh house under this subsection; and
(10) shall supply such other information as the
reasonably deems necessary.
API'RO\'AL BY S>cCRETARY

42

usc

5713.

program
GRANTS

usc

5713.

Report to
ress.
42 usc 5715.

ing
(3) their
and

103
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youth decide upon a future

( 4) their efl'ecti veness in
course of action.
FEDERAL

88 STAT. 1132

SHARE

SEc. 316. (a) The Federal share for the acquisition and renovation 42 usc 5716.
of existing structures, the provision of counseling services, staff training, and the general costs of operations of such facility's budget for
any fiscal year shall be 90 per centum. The non-Federal share may be Non-Federal
in cash or in kind, fairly evaluated by the Secretary, including plant, share.
equipment, or services.
(b) Payments under this section may be made in installments, in Payments.
advance, or by way of reimbursement, with necessary adjustments on
account of overpayments or underpayments.
PART B-STATISTICAL SuRVEY
SURVEY; REPORT
SEc. 321. The Secretary shall gather information and carry out a 42 usc 5731.
comprehensive statistical survey defining the major characteristic of
the runaway youth population and determining thE' areas of the
Nation most affected. Such survey shall include the age, sex, and socioeconomic background of runaway youth, the places from which and to
which children run, and the relationship between running away and
other illegal behavior. The Secretary shall report the results of such Report to
information gathering and survey to the Congress not later than Congress.
June 30, 1975.
RECORDS
SEc. 822. Records containing the identity of individual runaway Disclosure or
youths gathered for statistical purposes pursuant to section 321 may transfer, reunder no circumstances be disclosed or transferred to any individual striction.
42 usc 5732.
or to any public or private agency.
pART

('~AUTHORIZATIO~ OF

APPROPRIATIONS

SEc. 381. (a) To carry out the purposes of part A of this title there
is authorized to be appropriated for each of the fiscal years ending
.Tune 30, 1975, HJ76, and 1977, the sum of $10,000,000.
(b) To carry out the purposes of part B of this title there is
authorized to be appropriated the sum of $500,000.

42

usc

5751.

42

usc

3811.

TITLE IV-EXTENSION AND AMENDMENT OF THE
.TUVENILE DELINQUENCY PREVENTION ACT
YOUTH

m:VELOPM};~T

DEMO~STRATIONS

SEc. 401. Title I of the Juvenile Delinquency Prevention Act is
amended (1) in the caption thereof, by inserting "AND DEl\fO~
STRATION PROGRAMS" after "SERVICES"; (2) following the
caption thereof, by inserting "PART A-Co:MMUNITY-BASED CooRDI::-<ATED YouTH SERVICEs"; (:3) in sections 101, 102(a), 102(b) (1),
102(b) (2), 10:3(a) (including paragraph (1) thereof), 104(a) (including paragraphs (1), (4), (5), (7), and (10) thereof), and 104(b) by
striking out "title" and inserting "part" in lieu thereof; and ( 4) by
inserting at the end of the title following new part:

104

42 usc 38123814.

88 STAT, 1133
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Grants,
42

usc

382~.

Limitation.

ner· as the
taining a
assurances ;:;a,u:>J.a'"l~•r
the grant for the
with such
of fiscal
rials, and such
the Secretary may
this Act.
"(b) No demonstration may be assisted
for more than one year."

a grant under this section

CONi;l:L'L\TlOX

42

usc

3888,

42

usc

3701

at the

thereof.

note.
Repeal.
42

usc

3889.
ALLOTJ\IENTI'\

42

usc

and

3883.

PROGRAM

42

usc

3882.

TITLE V

501.
to read as
"§ 5(}31. Definitions
''For the
of
attained his Cli~HH,LOHLH
and <.U•OfY>XHU~•u
quency, a
'Juvenile aelHHJIWIUo\
committed
have been a crime

CONFORMING
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DBLINQUENCY PROCEEDINGS IN DISTRICT COUHTS

SEe. 502. Section 50:)2 of title

United States Code, is amended

to read as follows:
"§ 5032. Delinquency proceedings in district courts; transfer for
criminal prosecution
"A juvenile alleged to have committed an act of juvenile delinquency shall not be proceeded against in any court of the United States
unless the Attorney General, after investigation, certifies to an appropriate district court of the United States that the juvenile court or
other appt·opriate court of a State ( 1) does not have jurisdiction or
refuses to assume jurisdiction over said juvenile with respect to such
alleged act of juvenile delinquency, or (2) does not have aYailable
programs ~tnd services adequate for the needs of juveniles.
"If the Attorney General does not so certify, such juvenile shall be
surrendered to the appropriate legal authorities of such State.
"If an alleged JUvenile delinquent is. not surrendered to the
authorities of a State or the District of Columbia pursuant to this
section, any proceedings against him shall be in an appropriate district
eourt of the Fnited States. For such purposes, the eourt may be convened at any time and place within the district, in chambers or otherwise. The Attorney General shall proeeed by information, and no
criminal prosecution shall be instituted for the alleged aet of juvenile
llelinquency except as provided below.
"A juvenile who is alleged to have committed an act of juvenile
delinquency and who is not surrendered to State authorities shall
be proceeded against under this chapter unless he has requested in
writing upon advice of counsel to be proceeded against as an adult,
except that, with respeet to a juvenile sixteen years and older alleged
to have committed an act after his sixteenth birthday which if
committed by an adult would be a felony puni;;;hable by a maximum
penalty of ten years imprisonment or more, life imprisonment, or
death, eriminal prosecutiOn on the basis of the alleged act may be
begun by motion to transfer of the Att0rney (}eneral in the appropriate district eourt of the United
if such court finds, after
hearing, such transfer would be in the
of justice.
"Evidence of the
factors shall be considered, and findings
with regard to each factor
be made in the record, in assessing
whether a transfer would l:;e in the interest of justice: the age and
social background of the
; the nature, o{ the alleged offense;
the extent and nature of
delinquency rf'cord; the
juvenile's present
and psychological
maturity; the nature of
f'fforts and the juvenile's
response to sueh efforts the
of pro,~mms designf'd to treat
the juvenile's
'
"Reasonable notice
shall be
to the
juvenile, his parents, guanlian, or custodian and to his counsel. The
juvenile shall be assisted
counsel
the transfer hearing, and
at every other critical stage of the pr•oce:eam~~s
"Once a juvenile has entered a
or tllf' rroeeeding has
reached the stage that evidence has
w1th respect to a
crime or an alleged act of
subsequent criminal
prosecution or juvenile proc•ee(1mtgs
upon such alleged act of
delinquency shall be

STAT.

1134
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to or during a transfer hearadmissible at subsequent criminal
CUSTODY

SEc. 503. Section 5033 of title
United States Code is amended
to r!'ad as follows:
"§ 5083. Custody prior to appearance before magistrate
"Whenever a juvenile is taken into custody for an alleged act of
juvenile delinquency, the arresting officer shall immediately advise
such juvenile of his
in language comprehensive to a
juvenile, and shall
notify the Attorney General and the
juvenile's parents, guardian, or custodian of such custody. ThP arresting officer shall also notify the parents, guardian, or custodian of the
rights of the juvenile and of the natme of the alleged off0nse.
"The juvenile shall be taken before a magistrate forthwith. In no
event shall the juvenile be detained for longer than a reasonabiP period
of time before being brought before a magistrate."
DUTIES OF MAO!STRATE

SEc. 504. Section 5034 of title 18, United States Code, is amended
to read as follows:
"§ 5034. Duties of magistrate
Represe:-Jtation
"The magistrate shall insure that the juvenile is represented by
by counsel.
counsel before proceeding with critical stages of the proceedings.
C,ounsel shall be assigned to represent a juvenile when the juvenile
and his parents, guardian, or custodian are financially unable to obtain
adequate
In cases where the juvenile and his parents,
guardian, or custodian are financially able to obtain adequatP representation but have not retained counsel, the magistrate may assign
counsel and order the payment of reasonable attorney's fees or may
direct the juvenile, his parents, gundian, or custodian to retain private
counsel within a specified period of time.
"The ma.gistrate
guardian of the
to believe

DETENTION

18

usc 5035.

SEc. 505. Section 5035
this title
amended to read as follows:
"§ 5035. Detention
to disposition
"A
to be
other ,.,L,u<m<'

September 7, 1974
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may designate. ·whenever possible, detention shaH lw in a fostPr home
or community based facility located in or 1wnr his honw community.
The Attorney General shall not eaus<' any juvenile alleged to bt>
delinquent to be detained or confined in any institution in which the
juvenile has regular contact with adult pt>rsons convidt>d of n ninw
or awaiting trial on criminal chargps: Insofar as possible. alh•ged
delinquents shall be kept separate from adjudicated delinquents. Every
juvenile in custody shall b(• providPd with adPqnatP food. lwat, light,
sanitary facilities, bedding, e!othing, reerPation. C(lncation, and medical care, including necessary psychiatric, psychological, or other care
and trl'atllH'nt."
SPEEDY TRLI.L

SEc. 506. Section 5036 of this title is anwnded to rt>ad as follows:
"§ 50:l6. Speedy trial
"If an alleged delinquent who is in detention pending trial is not
brought to trial within thirty days from the <late upon which such
detention was begun, the information shall be dismissed on motion of
the alleged delinquent or at the direction of the court, unless the
Attorney Geneml shows that additional delay was caused by the juvenile or his counsel, or consented to bj the juvenile and his counsel, or
would be in the interest of justice in the particular cast'. Delays attributable solely to court calendar congestion may not be considered in
the interest of justice. Except in extraordinary circumstances, an
information dismissed under this section may not lw rt>instituted."

18

usc

5036.

18

usc

5037,

DISPOSITION
8Ec.

507. Section 5037 is amended to rpad as follows:

''§ 50:l7. Dispositional hearing
·' (a) If a juvenile is adjudicated delinquent, a separate dispositional
hoo.ring shall be held no later than twenty court days after trial unless
the court has ordered further study in accudance with subsection (c).
Copies of the presentence report shall be providl'd to the attorneys for
both the juvenile and the Govemment a reasonablP time in advance of
t hfl hearing.
"(b) The court may
the adjudication of delinquency or the
disposition of the dt>linquent on such conditions as it del'ms proper,
place him on probation, or commit him to the cnstody of the Attorney
Geneml. Probation,
or commitment in accordance with
subsection (c) shall not Pxtl.'nd
the juvenile's hwnty-first birthday or the maximum term
could have been imposed on an adult
convicted of the same
whichever is sooner, unless the juvenile
has attained his ninetel.'nth
at the tim~.' of disposition, in
which ease probation,
('Ommitmcnt in accorrlanct> with
subsedion (c) shall not exceed the
of two yl'ars or the maximum
term which could haw lwen
on an a(lult convicted of the same
offense.
" (e) If the court desires more detailPd information concerning an
alleged or adjudicated delinqu('nt, it may commit him, after notice and
hearing at which the juvenile is representf'd
counsel, to the eustody
of the Attorney Gener~l for observation and
by an appropriate
agency. Such observatiOn and
shaH he conducted on an outpatient basis, unless the court determines that inpatiPnt observation
and study are necessary to obtain the desired information. In the case
of an alll'gl'd juvt>nile delimpwnt.
ma_\' h<' ordPred only

08

Presentence
report, availability of
copies.

Probation or
commitment,
term.

Committal to
Attorney General.

88 S';'AT, 113 7

Study.
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with the consent of the
and his attorm•y. The agPncy :"hall
make a complete
of the allegPd or a•ljndicated dt>linquent to
ascertain his
his capabilities, his background, any previous delinquency or
experience, any mental or physical
defect, and any other relevant factors. Th€' Attorney General shall submit to the rourt and the
for the jnwnilP and the Government
the results of the
within
davs after tlw commitnwnt of the
juvenile, unless tlw eonrt
iorial t imP.''
JrVENlLE ltE!'ORDS

8Ec. il\)K. Section :JO:lK is added, to rPad as follows:
"§ 50~8. Vse of juvenile records
Disclosure safe" (a) Throughout the juvenile dPliJHpH'ney procPeding the. eourt
guard.
shaJl safpgnar<l the rPCOl'f{S from discJo,.;nrP. rpon the eompJetJOll of
any juvenil<> dt>lin'lnency proceeding w]wi lwr or not there is an adjudiration the district eonrt shall oraPr tlw l'ntirP file and record of sueh
SeR-led recor:is,
procePding sealed. After such
tlw l'ourt ~hall not rt>leasP these
:releE<vse, exrt>cords Pxcept to the extent nPtPssarv to mePt the following
18 USf"' 5C'3c',

ceptions.

circumstances:
•
" ( 1)
rPeeivPd from :mot ht•r court of law;
"(2) inquiries :from an agency preparing a prPsPntence report
for anothH eourt
'•(;~) inquiri<~s
law enforerment ageneiPs where the request
for information i:,; rPlatf'd to tlw inYPstigation of a crime or a position within that
;
"(+) inqniriPs,
writing, from i he din·dor of a treatment
agf'ncy or tlw dirPdor of a facility to whi<·h tlw jnvt>nile has bepn
commith•d
t ht> court: and
from an
nn<l

is prosecuted as

shall be taken
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SEc.
Section 5039
"§ 5039. Commitment
"No
committed to the
be

88 STAT, 1138

18

usc

5039.

cornmltt<ld shall be provided with
"""''CHL0"00; Pu'lLUlH~;; clothing, recre•
medical care includmg neeother care and treatment.
a"""""'r -u•.u~·~· shall commit a juvenile
""'mn1nt>it:ulocated in or near his
SUPPORT

read as follows:

agency
houses and
and care
General
use the
other

or private
as halfway
and
and the custody
purposes, the Attorney
necessary and may
prisoners' or such

18 usc 5040,
Contract authority.
Regulations.

18

usc

5041.

such conditions
has been comto remain at
would be in the

accorded notice and a
be revoked."
title is amended
"Sec.

for

criminal

18 usc 5042.
Notice and
hearing.

Establishment.
18 usc 4351.
Membership •

•
note.

Chairman and

vice-chairman.
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Appointment of
committees.

5 usc 5332
note.

De legation of
powers.
Director.

Additional
authority.
18 usc 4352.
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•
the heads of Federal
H><~LHHvD< or
services,
local
or other
'""L'"""'v'""• or individuals;
Contracts.

Experts and
consultants,

5 JSC 5332 note.
Annual report to
President and
Congress,

Recordkeeping.

Audit,

Appropriation.

18

usc

4353.

42

usc

3701.

3723.

3733.

Ante, p. 1119.

3751.,

88 STAT. 1143
42

usc

3772.

42

usc

3773.

Ante, P• 1112.
42 usc 3774.

5 usc 5332
note,
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"SEc. 526. The
is authorized to accept and employ,
in carrying out the
this Act, voluntary and uncompensated services
the provisions of section 3679 (b) of
the Revised Statutes
665 (b) ) .
"SEc. 527. All programs concerned with juvenile delinquency and
administered by the Administration shall be administered or subject
to the policy direction of the office established by section 201 (a) of the
Juvenile Justice and Delin<!uency Prevention Act of 1974.
"SEc. 528. (a) The Admmistrator is authorized to select, employ,
and fix the compensation of such officers and employees, including
attorneyst as are
to
the functions vested in him and
to prescribe their
"(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 5108 oftitle 5, United
States Code, and without prejudice with respect to the number of
positions otherwise placed m the Administration under such section
5108, the Administrator may place three positions in GS-16, GS-17.
and GS-18 under section 5332 of such title 5.".
Approved
7, 1974.
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in lieu of

Sept. B, ?residential statement.
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Recommendation #6
COMMUNITY DELINQUENCY PROJECTS

The assumption underlying this proposal is that all
people, especially poor people know their needs and their
desires.

Often the "system" and the "establishment" does

not recognize and give people the opportunity to express
their concerns.
A need exists to utilize private, community-based
groups to a greater extent, through service contracts or
other supplemental means.

Community projects, staffed

essentially by persons indigenous to service areas, provide
a valuable service delivery resource which is currently underutilized.

Such groups are close to local community needs and

can provide valuable support on diagnosis and treatment of
persistent soc
SB 3

problems.

Biddle, was signed into law during the previous

legislative sess

This bill, when appropriated, may serve

as a funding source for
report.

proposed recommendation in this

The b
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Senate

No. 391

1401

An act to add Article 5.5
with Section 1790) to Chapter
1 ofDivision 2.5 of,
to repeal Section 1752.5 of, the Welfare and
Institutions Code, relating to the Department ofthe Youth Authority.
{Approved by Go·ver·nor September 26, 1974. Filed with
. Secretary
September 26, 1974.]
LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST

SB 391, Biddle. Department of the Youth Authority.
Deletes specified provisions for assistance of Director of Youth
Authority in establishment and work of delinquency prevention
councils, committees or county delinquency prevention commissions, and for allocation of funds to such commissions.
Vests authority in Department of the Youth Authority to reduce
crime and delinquency by
in development, establishment
and operation of a
community based program for
crime and crime nr&>~'"''"
Makes certain provisions
July l, 1975.

The people of the

enact as

SECTION 1. Section 1752.5
is repealed.
SEC. 2. Article 5.5
Chapter 1 of
read:

and Institutions Code
Section
is added to
Institutions Code, to

Article 5.5.
1790. The purpose
to reduce crime
delinquency by, assisting
operation of comprehensive
programs for crime and ~~ ......... ~·~···1791. The Department
Authority shall exercise
leadership QD behalf o
e state in
to accomplish the purpose
of this article. All state agencies s all
with the Department
of the Youth Authority in
to
about a statewide program
for the reduction and
of crime and delinquency.
1792. The Director
Authority may provide funds for
financial support, in amounts determined by him, from funds
available for such purposes, to public or private agencies engaging
in crime and delinquency
programs. No public or private
organization may receive such support unless it complies with the
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standards developed
to Section 1793.
1792.1. The director shall
annual allocations from funds
made available to him for such purposes
administrative expenses
to county delinquency prevention commissions established pursuant
to Sections 535.5 and 536 not to
one thousand dollars ($1,000)
per year for each commission.
1792.2. The director may make
matching allocations
from funds available to .him for such purposes, in amounts
determined by him, to county delinquency prevention commissions
for the development and operation of delinquency prevention
projects or programs administered and operated by local
governmental or nongovernmental organizations under the general
supervision of the county delinquency prevention commission.
1793. The Director of the Youth Authority shall develop
standards for the operation of programs funded under Sections 1792,
1792.1 and 1792.2. He shall seek advice from interested citizens,
appropriate representath:es of public and private agencies and youth
groups in developing such standards.
1794. Application for
Sections 1792, 1792.1, and
the Youth Authority in the
1792.2 shall be made to
department
form
payments of

Authority may from funds
funds for demonstration
of new methods
committees
crime and
participate in
committees.
1798.

appoint an
prevention, not to
him on matters relating to this
,u,->uuco interested citizens and
"n''""·•"" and youth groups. The
to their reasonable

2 391 55 48
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expenses, including travel expenses, incurred in the discharge of
their duties.
1799. The director' may, with the approval of the Director of
General Services, enter into contracts with the federal government,
other state governments, counties, cities, privat,e foundations,
private organizations, or any other group to accomplish the purposes
of this article.

0
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The basis of the community delinquency project is that
it works closely with people, enabling them to have a positive
and meaningful life.

The project is staffed by personnel on

loan from agencies and departments, and professionals and
paraprofessionals who live in the community.
The ultimate goal of the project is to develop expertise
in residents so that subsequently they will be primarily re-

•

sponsible for the operation of the program.

It is therefore

essential that the staff have the ability to help people achieve
for themselves.
The project also attempts to bridge the gap of alienation
between youth and adults by having them work together as teams.
A

similar Community Delinquency Project has begun operating

in Sacramento.

A copy of the information flyer follows.
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program consists of self-help and mutual aid with the residents
helping each other.
The goal of the program is to build a community together!
At the end of three (3) years, it is hoped that the residents of
the community will be responsible for the operation of the program.
Youth Development & Delinquency
Prevention Project
Lyndsay Rrown, Project Lirector
(Central Office) : 322-2190
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Recommendation #7
COUNSELING TEAMS

recommended that the legislature establish counseling
teams for designated target high school boundary areas.
Teams
11 be staffed by personnel from schools, probation,
courts, law enforcement, social service and health agencies,
hospitals.
goal of the team would be to provide for juveniles a
social-emotional climate at home, in school, on the job,
in the community conducive to the motivation of behavior
and inter-personal growth.
Services would be made available to both elementary and
schools, students, and parents. Service priorities
would go to juveniles showing truant and disruptive behavior
students who have been suspended or expelled. The teams
also serve as a resource diversion unit for law enforcement personnel.
The counseling teams would implement a plan that reflects
following criteria:
- comprehensive program approach
- provision for community participation
including coordination with community
agencies, in the development and im-

heard that truancy was
most o

found in

of delinquent
mobilize
and youth the necessary

one

•

A similar plan was introduced during the previous
legislative session.

The bill, AB 3001 (McAlister) passed

through the Assembly but failed to pass out of the Senate
Education Committee.

In place of ADA, the bill relied on

average active enrollment as a funding source.

Multiple-

agency staffing, as outlined in this proposal, was not a
part of AB 3001.
The counseling teams would attempt to integrate systems
of communication and services.

Witnesses reported that for

juveniles, late involvement of appropriate personnel was harm-.
ful.

Young people in trouble need immediate counseling.

The

counseling teams could function during the day, evening, and
weekends.
The teams could utilize crisis intervention techniques
and serve as a community resource diversion unit for law enforcement personnel.

Out-reach approaches into the community

would be stressed.
Sometimes juveniles experience problems at home and in
the community.

They bring these problems to school.

The

counseling teams would allow for individual intensive treatment, and provide immediate intervention in crisis situations.
The counseling teams would be utilized by the school and
surrounding agencies, churches, and groups to
changes in young people.
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effec~

positive

It is recommended
community schools
the quality of
school would be
skills and
Alternative
involve s
the
of

alternative
and upgrade
of each

The lack of proper schooling and the failure to meet
students' diverse goals and motivations is a primary problem
in disruptive behavior.
Allen Breed, Director of the California Youth Authority,
offered the following tentative underlying factors for student
misbehavior:
Community not actively involved in their schools.
- School boards not responsive to student needs.
Teachers and administrators who do not live in
the "core area" school community have little
stake in it.
- Students not involved in school policy making.
- Large impersonal classes lead to student alienation.
-Staff not.trained to identify "problem" students
or deal constructively with violence.
In The Greening of the High School,

(a report about a

stimulating symposium), community centered schools are discussed
and advocated.

The report says:

"When real people and their real needs are truly
the center of school planning, the schoolhouses
that result are apt to be strikingly different
from those we know."
This proposal attempts to incorporate most of the recommendations gathered by the Select Committee.
Alternate community schools can bring about the necessary
educational reforms recommended by witnesses, students, and
citizens.
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concept of a community school is not a new approach.
1970

session, AB 782, authored by

Leon Ra

the establishment of

Schools ..

Urban
A

of the bill

was vetoed by the Governor.
presented.

1

AMENDED IN SENATE AUGUST 18, 1970
AMENDED IN SENATE AUGUST 11, 1970
AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY MAY 14, 1970
CALIFORNIA LEGISiy-ATURE-1970 REGULAR SESSION

ASSEMBLY BILL

No. 782

Introduced by Assemblymen Ralph, Bill Greene, Burton, lta.:ra.bian,
Brathwaite, Brown, Campbell, Fong, and Miller
(Coauthor: Senator Dymally)
February 18, 1970

REFERRED TO COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION

An act to add Chapter 6.7 (commencing with Section 6499.30)
to Division 6 of the·Education Code, relating to the Urban
Community Schools Act of 1970.
The people of the State of California do enact as follows:
1
SECTION 1. Chapter 6.7 (commencing with Section 6499.30)
2 is added to Division 6 of the Education Code, to read:
3
CHAPTER 6.7. URBAN CoMMUNITY ScHooLs ACT oF 1970
4
5
Article 1. Intent
6
7
6499.30. The Legislature hereby finds and declares that
8
9 critical educational and social problems exist in schools located
LEGISLATIVE COU::-HlEL'S DIGEST

AB 782, as amended, Ralph (Ed.). Urban Community Schools Act.
Adds Ch. 6.7 (commencing with Sec. 6499.30), Div. 6, Ed.C.
Enacts Urban Community Schools Act of 1970. Specifies legislative
intent with respect thereto.
Provides for designation of certain urban public schools in economically disadvantaged areas as urban community schools. Provides alternatives for pupils to continue attendance in such urban community
schools. Requires director to inform parents of pupils attending community schools of such alternatives.
Provides for the establishment, operation. and control of urban community schools.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7

•
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in economically disadvantaged urban
standing certain encouraging and
various schools, the creation of
worthwhile means to improve the
areas.
The Legislature further finds and declares
located in economically disadvantaged
8 unusually high proportion of relatively
9 and overcrowded classrooms and
in
10 vantaged pupils are not showing
11 provement. Some parents and
12 the opportunity to share in the
13 in education presently being exercised
14 of low-income areas are asserting that
15 technical help they could do a
16 eating the children of the community than
17 existing educational programs.
6499.31. It is the intent of the
18
19 Urban Community Schools Act of
20 of education in economically
(a) Providing the parents of pupils
21
22 vantaged urban areas with alternative
23 their children.
(b) Providing parents of pupils in
24
25 vantaged urban areas with a greater
26 for the governance of such schools.
(c) Encouraging the development of
27
28 and educational methods and
29 problems involved in the education
30 through cooperation and collaboration
31 · munity school districts.
(d) Testing the validity of the
32
33 under controlled experimental conditions
34 careful evaluation.
(e) Giving teachers the opportunity
35
36 and creative methods.
(f) Providing parents of pupils in
37
38 taged urban areas with a greater
39 the type of school their children
(g) Determining if competition
40
41 suit in a higher quality of education for
42
(h) Fixing accountability for educational
43
6499.32. All programs conducted
44 shall be within the state system of
45 ject to provisions of the Education
46 be determined to be compensatory
Makes related provisions re source and allocation
Community School Fund.
Provides that programs under act shall become
than September 1, 1972, and shall cease after 3
Vote-Majority; Appropriation-No; Fiscal

1

AB 782
1
2

3
4

of
Callthe State
that these programs
recjmrerne11ts which apply to other

6
7

8
9

10

Definitions

following
be con-

2

13

of

15
16
7

HJ
20

area'' means the areas

21

representabehalf and
parents of
alternatives made

24

25
26
27
30

:n
39
40

41
of trustees of an

48
49
50

51
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1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

•

11

-46499.45. The director shall adopt rules and regulations to
carry out the provisions of this chapter.
6499.46. The provisions of this chapter shall govern in the
event there is·a conflict with other statutory provisions.
6499.47. The effective date for transfer of legal authority
from a school district to nn urban community district
established by this chapter shall be the first day of July, 1971
or 1972, whichever year is designated on the petition of voters
as provided for in Section 6499.53.
Article 4.

Urban Community School Districts

12
]3
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
:34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

6499.50. In the economically disadvantaged areas of the
school district with the highest concentration of pupils
qualifying pursuant to regulations established under Section
6482, the director shall identify schools which may qualify as
urban community schools. The director shall inform parents of
pupils attending eligible schools of the educational alternatives
allowable under this article. As a means of carrying out these
duties, the director shall appoint a 25-member community advisory council under the following provisions:
(a) Membership shall be broadly representative of the regions circumscribed by the attendance boundaries of all eligible schools within the most economically disadvantaged areas
of the school district.
(b) Nominations of members shall be solicited from all interested groups and persons in the affected communities.
(c) Members shall be appointed for one-year terms.
· (d) Vacancies shall be filled by the director.
(e) Members shall be reimbursed for expenses incurred in
the performance of their duties from the Self-Determination
School Fund.
(f) The council shall elect a chairman from among its
members.
(g) Meetings of the council shall be called by the chairman,
or by a majority of council members.
6499.51. The director, through the community advisory
council, shall assist parents in choosing one of the available
alternatives. Such assistance shall include, but not be limited
to, providing parents with technical advise and consultation in
such matters as school board elections, powers and duties of
governing boards, contract negotiation, finance, management
problems, curriculum requirements, community participation,
~nd other related matters, so that parents may establish and
maintain urban community school districts. In each school district, the community advisory council appointed pursuant to
Section 6499.50 shall be terminated by the director within two
months after the operative date of instructional programs
established by this chapter.
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6499.52. The
advisory council may solicit volunteer
for the carrying out of its duties from what3 ever sources it deems desirable.
4
6-199.53. Upon receiving the consent of the school district
5
of education and a petition of consent from at least
6
of the qualified voters within. the
areas
7
of
schools, as described in subdivision
8
the
superintendent shall call
9 n
election within the affected art'as, under th(' provi10 sions of this article and those contained in Chapter 6 (comwith Sel'tion 1:301) of Division 4, for the establish11
12 nwnt
an urban eommunitv school district and the seh'ction
U! of members of a governing board. The first three districts
rstablished by election shall constitute the experimental sample
15 for
under this chapter. The cost of the election shall
be
the connty school service fund. All elections held
17
these purposes shall be called prior to January 15, Hl7L
18
6499.54. Urban community school districts established
J 9 swmt. to this article shall qualify as legally constituted
20 tricts as defined in Division 4 (commencing with Section
21 ~l11 ) . with all the
and duties ~rranted to the school
22 distrids f1·om
thE'y E>mrrged, unless speeifieally pro2:3 \ ;1l1'd ntherwi,p
pr(l\·isions of this chapter.
6499.55. The governing boards of urban community
schools shall
of seven members elected at large by the
voters ·within the attendance regions of eligible pupils
27 as determined
the director under the provisions of Sec28
6·182. The terms of the members shall be for four years
29 anti
so that as nearly as praeticable one-half of the
30 nwmbers shall be elected in each even-numbered year.
31
Members so eleeted shall be considered as officers of the
32
sc-hools within the purview of Section 8 of Article IX
33
the California Constitution.
34
6499 ..56. Nothing in this article shall preclude the estab35 lishment of more than one urban community school district
36
sc:hool distriet. Each distrid c•stablished shall
37 eleet a
board under the provisions of this article.
38 Thesp
be indeprndent of each other as well as
:39 autonomous from the school district board of education.
6499.57. The governing board shall prescribe and enforce
41 rules within the limits set pursuant to this article and fixed
42
law.
43
6499.58. The governing boards of urban community schools
44
themselves from any of the provisions of Division
45
with Section 9201) to Division 10 ( commencwith Section 12901), inclusive, when it is deemed desirable
46
schools over which they
47
necessary for the governance
48 have
that all employees shall be subject

1

A.B '182
conrrm1~ncmg

l

2
3

with Section 12951)
Communist Party

4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
Hl
20
21
22
23
24
25

the governing
shall possess
qualifies them for
6499.60. The (?"~,.,,..,"""
quality education
qualified ""''".,.·t..,
education
tion as an
tendent of the
6499.61. The
school district
seven members from
concerning the
call elections for LUc.uu,•c•
year. Members
vacancies
each school
two instructors,
tive groups. Each
chairman from
6499.62. .All

books, equipof
uc:'"!:S·ua.•vcu urban
shall be!!mrernnt!! boards
for transfer
urban com-

26
27

28
29
30

31
32
33
34
35

36
.37

38
39
40
41

of

community schools,
and submit to the director
objectives of its
methods to be used to
for growth deaccompany this statewith the assistance
the executive officer,
"v'""' .... '"""'"'"" as are deemed desirable by
vrcmu.·e

42
43

44
45
46

47
48
49
50

""''n"'·"'"'~''""'

with each governing
for formal evalof urban comshall be suban<<u.tvu study shall be
director within three years
programs. Such evaluation
measures of achievement

"'""'.u"u. "''?i"'"·"·'o"'
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1 gains, attitudinal
and
effectiveness.
2 These measures shall
each
success in achieving
3 the district's stated goals and
objectives as well
4 as providing standardized
for local, state, and na5 tional comparisons, Each governing board shall provide what6 ever data and allow for whatever means of collection the
7 evaluation team deems necessary, so lmig as such research does
8 not unduly interfere with the instructional programs under
9 observation.
10
6499.65. Urban
schools shall be leased from the
11 school districts from which
emerged under terms and
12 conditions agreed upon between
boards of both
13 schoofdistricts. The rental
be at the rate of one
14 dollar ($1) per school
year. The county superintendent of
negotiation of lease contracts re15 schools shall assist in
16 quired by this section.
17
6499.66. Each
18 shall employ an executive
at each school to administer
19 the school program. Executive officers employed under this
20 section shall hold a valid teacher's credential and have a
21 minimum of four years of public school teaching experience. 1
22 The provisions of this section supersede those in Section 946.
23
6499.67. Any employee of a school district containing
24 urban community schools, upon applying to and being em25 ployed by &n urban community board of trustees, shall be
26 considered on leave from the district for the first three years
27 of employment in the experimental program and shall retain
28 aU rights and benefits accruing to other employees in similar
29 positions. Persons
under this
currently hold30 ing active
the retirement system provided for
31 in the charter of anv
~ shall be allowed to
32 remain in said retir~ment
the three-year exper33 imenta]
Governing
of
community school
34 districts shall pay the school district's contribution to the
35 retirement
for any Ruch
who so requests this
36 payment.
of the
district who regularly
37 occupies a
school which has been designated
38 as an urban
school shall, prior to the effective date
39 for transfer of
authority from the school district to the
40 urban community school district, have the
to transfer to a
41 vacant
in the same classification at a different loca42 tion in
school district, or, if there is no vacancy, to disin the school district with the least seniority
43 place the
44 in this class.
45
6499.68.· The governing board shall fix and order paid the
46 compensation of persons in public school service employed by
4 7 the board unless otherwise
law.
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1
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5
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-86499.69.
cedures for
ployees.
6499.70. The
and procedures
employee
6499.71.

shall adopt rules and proand dismissal of emnomcm~nrn

board shall adopt whatever rules
nece&<;ary to assure proper hearing of

11

46

urban community
within tlw sehool distri~t
unless
result in a pupil-to-teacher ratio
of greater than
to 1 for the
instructional level.
Criteria for admittance shall
of striving for
racial balance among
of the experimental
program.
6499.72. The ,..."'"""nn>
well-being of
within its
on the same basis and to
the same extent as are school districts generally.
6499.73.
board shall implement and supervise such health and
as it deems necessary for
the physical and social
of pupils under its jurisdiction.
6499.74. The
board shall provide lunches for
such pupils in
schools as it deems necessary.
6499.75. The
vel.llUJ'"' board shall be responsible for assuring the excellence of
instructional materials used in the
experimental programs.
6499.76. Upon termination of the experimental programs
established under the Tn•.rnn<nrm"' of this chapter, all employee
contracts
termination date shall be void
on that date and
bo:nd which issued the contracts shall not be
as a result of
the programs.
legislative action
6499.77.
termination
the experimental programs
established
the
of this chapter, all material
assets which are the "'""n.o... t" and responsibility of the governing board of urban
schools shall be returned
to the public fichool
from which the assets were originallv transferred.
6499.78.
within urban school districts shall
all public school district
elections.
5. Finances

47
48
49
50

6499.80. There is in
munity School Fund. Such
the fund by the
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tional foundations, and such moneys as may be provided the
fund under the provisions of this article shall be devoted to
the financial support of educational programs established by
this chapter.
6499.81. Governing boards of urban community school districts shall be exempt from provisions of this code authorizing
the computing, fixing, and levying of school taxes. Urban community school districts shall be regarded for taxing purposes
m; pad of th0 sc:hool distl·iC't from which the:v emerged. The
S('hool distrie.ts shall collPct school taxes from the areas served
by nrhnn community clistricts.
G49H.82. In the three fiscal years of the experiment, the
bonrds of education of the parent districts shall allocate to the
gowrning: boards within their taxing districts, on the basis of
1;) average daily attendance, a proportionate share of local and
1G state funds. The county superintendent shall determine the
11 dollar amount of this allocation, taking into account all ap18 plic·;lhle reYf'mtes. FPderal funds shall be excluded from this
]
alloeation.
20
6-t99.83. :B-,or purposes of entitlement to special federal and
21 state funds, urban community school districts shall be defined
as public school districts under the requirements of federal
law and shall qualify for all federal and state funds otherwise apportionable to pupils attending programs established
by this chapter.
2li
"\ proportionate shan' of new federal funds under Title V
27 of the Elf'mentarY ;md Seenndarv Education Act of 1965 shall
28 be apportioned
tl,e Urban 'community School Fund to
29 c·cn't the~ eligibilit~· of pupils in nrban community districts.
30
6-±99.85. The director shall allocate moneys for programs
31 created by this chapter within the limits determined by the
availability of funds. In no case may the total number of
33 pupils participating annually in the various programs exceed
17,000 for the initial three-year experiment. Programs established under this chapter shall become operative no later than
36 September 1, 1972 and shall cease after three years of opera37 tion. The director may authorize expending whatever funds he
deems necessary to assure proper planning and administration
of these programs.
(~
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The Alternative Community School proposal allows for
the establishment of alternative schools in any area (not
specifically economically disadvantaged).

The recommendation

provides students, parents, and community people with a
greater degree of responsibility for the governance of the
schools.
Witnesses agreed that continuation and opportunity

•

schools are effective in solving many of the problems of
delinquents because they provide personal attention.
An alternative school utilizing innovative approaches
will provide this same personal attention.

An alternative

school does not separate or stigmatize students.

The needs

of each pupil are recognized, and with the concerted efforts
and backing from the community, these needs are met. by
utilizing appropriate coordinated resources.
The concept of "community control" sometimes mushrooms
into bitter disputes.

Often school personnel and boards

personally critized, and that they will be "giving something
up."

There is enough to go around.
Community responsibility and "shared decision making"

can initiate a cooperative interchange increasing productivity
and pride.
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Recommendation #9
MEDIA TASK FORCE TO REDUCE VIOLENCE

It is recommended that the legislature establish a Task
Force to work with the media on reducing the beautification
of acts of crime and violence. Studies suggest that present
portrayals of violence in the press and on television result
in feelings of immunity towards acts of crime and death.
The Task Force would study and recommend to the legislature
approaches through the media which would aid in the reduction
of juvenile violence.
The beautification and glorification of acts of murder,
rape, and assault on television, in magazines, and in newspapers is rampant.

Dope and illicit businesses are portrayed

as desirable choices, even for national figures.

"Super-Fly"

years ago replaced some of the previously identified youth
heroes.

Scenes of malnutrition, death, and suffering deaden

human feelings.
A Psychologist aptly stated the problem:
" •.• This society ••• has the component of violence as
an integral part of its make-up.
It is not a difficult
task to find ample examples. The inhumane war in Viet
Nam which has been vividly portrayed on the T.V. screens
is a case in point. Our children have watched babies
burning to death and villages being decimated with no
apparent humane motive.
The violence which is so embedded in this society is
presented to our children as a regular diet as a result
of the audio-visual media. Analyses of T.V. content
has repeatedly shown that violence is portrayed in a
large percentage of the popular programs.
Many researchers have shown that the viewing of such
aggressive materials results in the imitation of such
behavior on the part of children.
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Many of the more popular movies or those that
have the benefit of the most effective publicity
campaigns are extremely violent or ones in which
the taking of another's life, usually vividly
portrayed, is done without any expression of
emotion or, in some cases, with apparent enjoyment.
This proposal establishes a Task Force to work with
other groups throughout the state on reducing the beautification of acts of violence in the media.

The Task

Force can build a coalition of interested parents, teachers,
social workers, ministers, citizens and public workers in
the media field.
Public awareness, sentiment, and concern, organized as
a powerful tooL can reshape what is presently being presented
to young people.
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AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY JUNE 5, 1974
CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE-1973-74 REGULAR SESSION

No. 4289

ASSEMBLY BILL

,,.-..,

Introduced by Assemblymen Dixon, Chacon, Karabian,
Keysor, Meade, and Waxman

•

May 6, 1974

''

REFERRED TO COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION

An act to amend Sections 16651, 16652 and 20801 of the
Education Code, relating to school safety, AND MAKING
.
AN APPROPRIATION THEREFOR .
LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST

AB 4289, as amended, Dixon (Ed.). School safety.
Authorizes the maximum ftHf fi:He ef a: unified school district
tax rate to be increased by 10 cents for a unified school district,
and 5 cents for an elementary or high school district, per each
$100 assessed value of property in the district, for purposes of
purchasing and installing protective warning devices and intrusion alarms and taking necessary measures to protect
school pupils, personnel and buildings of the district.
· Vote: majority. Appropriation: tte yes. Fiscal committee: tte
yes. State-mandated local program: no.
· '
;t:'

'

The peopl&of the State of Cabfornia do enact as follows:·

r--..

1
SECTION 1. Section 16651 of the Education Code is
2 amended to read:
3
16651. The purposes of this chapter (commencing
4 with Section 16651) are:

2 4289 20 74
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(a) To promote and preserve the health and general
welfare of the people of the state and to cultivate the
development of good citizenship by provision for
adequate programs of community recreation.
(b) To authorize public corporations or districts
having powers to provide recreation, cities, counties,
cities and counties, and public school districts to organize,
promote, and conduct such programs of community
recreation as will contribute to the attainment of general
educational and recreational objectives for children and
adults of the state.
(c) To authorize school districts to provide for the
safety of the school 'environment.
SEC. 2. Section 16652 of the Education Code is
amended to read:
16652. The following terms, wherever used or
referred to in this chapter (commencing at Section
16651) have the following meanings, respectively, unless
a different meaning clearly appears from the context:
(a) "Public authority" means any city of any class, city
and county, county of any class, public corporation or
district having powers to provide recreation, or school
district in the state.
(b) "Governing body" means, in the case of a city, the
city council, municipal council, or common council; in
the case of a county or city and county, the board of
supervisors; in the case of a public corporation or district,
the governing board of the public corporation or district;
and in the case of a school district, the governing board
of the school district.
(c) "Recreation" means any activity, voluntarily
engaged in, which contributes to the physical, mental, or
moral development of the individual or group
participating therein, and includes any activity in the
fields of music," drama, art, handicraft, science, literature,
nature study, nature contacting, aquatic sports, and
athletics, or any of them, and any informal play
incorporating
such activity.
(d) "Community recreation" and "public recreation"
mean such recreation as may be engaged in under direct

2 4289 30 76
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CHAPTER V CONCLUSIONS

Causes of violence are complex, multi-faceted, and
encompass the problems of the larger society; our society.
The causes of violence are interdependent networks
stretching into the areas of juvenile law, education, and

•

even into our basic methods of organizing and thinking .
The causes have doubled the number of young people
committing violent crimes against persons.

Acts of robbery,

assault, forcible rape, and murder are multiplying.
These increases led to the creation of the California
Assembly Select Committee on Juvenile Violence in February
1974.

The Select Committee sought facts and held hearings

where selected individuals from various segments of the
community talked about Juvenile Violence: what it is, why
it is, how it stops.
Individuals said a fragmented, disorganized ineffective
juvenile justice system promotes juvenile violence.

They

said housing non-criminal youth with juveniles who have
committed violent acts is contagious.
They stated that young people feel impotent socially,
psychologically, and spiritually because they are isolated
and not allowed to verify their capabilities.
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Witnesses suggested giving the community the responsibility and necessary resources to care for and educate
their young people.

They recommend coordinated community-

based services, where the deliverers of service are accountable to the people they serve.
Short range emergency security measures were suggested,
along with long range preventive approaches.

Providing

counseling, individual attention, and relevant educational
experiences was said to be a way of reducing hostility, anger,
and frustration in delinquents.
It was recommended that the Legislature take the lead
in developing policies and strategies in the fields of
juvenile law, education, and youth services to strengthen
community involvement.

The resultant proposals in this report

hopefully will initiate a rebirth of citizen involvement in
issues affecting them and their brothers.
Legacy of Mary McLeod Bethune
"I leave you love; I leave you hope;

•

I leave you the challenge of
developing confidence in one another;
I leave you a thirst for education:
I leave you a respect for the use of
power; I leave you faith;

I leave you

racial dignity; I leave you a desire
to live harmoniously with your fellow
men ... "
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